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The Divine Sedition Book Summary 
The Divine Sedition follows the Martian rebel Keila in her struggle against the oppressive plutocratic 

Terran Council that is running the entire solar system with all the power and wealth centred around a 

few wealthy families on Earth. The book’s plotlines also include mysterious aliens, unrequited love 

and some outrageous villains.  

The book is roughly 90,000 words, divided over 8 chapters, each divided into multiple subchapters.  

Main Characters 
 

Keila Eisenstein:  

Age 22 

Race: Half Terran / Half Edenite (Born and raised on Mars) 

A mentally unstable woman who is the figurehead for the Martian Humanist Alliance that is the 

primary opposition to the oppressors in the Terran Council. When Keila was 18 years old, she was 

taken prisoner by Bjorn Muller and used a sex slave until she finally managed to mutilate him and get 

free. Keila then proceeded to murder Bjorn’s grandfather Hans Muller, which sparked the latest 

insurgency that lasted for four years and ended just before the plot of this novel. Keila although 

believed to be mentally ill by most people, actually have special alien abilities due to her Alien DNA 

sequences.  

Metatron (Jack Silver) 

Age 120 (Although most of it is spent in suspended animation in a cryogenic tank so he is physically in 

his late 30’s 

Race: Terran (Jewish) 

A genetically engineered super-soldier who was born during the Angel program to serve Abraham 

Goldstein, Eden’s former master. Metatron who was fundamentally a good-hearted and caring 

individual got depressed serving Abraham and facilitating his atrocities against the Edenite population. 

Thus, when Keila came around, he helped her to take power hoping for things to change for the better. 

 

Bjorn Muller: 

Age: 70 (Although people on Earth in the story lives until at least 150 years of age due to life-extending 

serums, so he is middle aged by modern definition) 

Race: Terran (North European /Germanic) 

Son of the current leader of the Terran Council, Joachim Muller, and an arrogant and incompetent 

drug and sex addict. Bjorn has been secretly in love/obsessed with Keila since he first met her, but he 

chose to rape and torment her instead as he was convinced that his father would not approve of their 

relationship. When Keila escaped his clutched he erased all data on her from the mainframe, which 

turned out to be a costly mistake as she later showed up to kill Bjorn’s grandfather. Bjorn is terrified 

that his connection to Keila will come to light and would do anything to keep it a secret. 
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Rangda:  

Age 10,000 ++ years (practically immortal) 

Race: A hybrid between the Zetan and Xeno alien species. 

Rangda’s mother Kalianka was a Zetan species scientist who was left for dead, on the primitive Xeno 

species home planet Xenora. Against all odds, she survived as she was nursed back to life by the Xenos, 

and despite that the Xenos and the Zetans were vastly different species, Rangda was born as a 

Xeno/Zetan hybrid, the only one of her kind.  Kalianka died during Rangda’s childhood and this scarred 

Rangda’s mind making her hate the Zetans and plot her revenge. Rangda had a lot of time to plot her 

revenge as her unique genetics made her immortal. Eventually, she had her revenge in the 

multimillennial interstellar war between the Zetans and the Xenos, A war that caused the almost 

complete annihilation of both species. Rangda is now stuck in the Divine Dimension, plotting and 

manipulating humans to aid her return to our world. As such she is the mastermind behind most of 

the events in the book. 

 

Main Factions: 
 

Terran Council: An umbrella organisation representing the five mightiest factions on Earth with joint 

venture military forces and diplomacy. Think United Nations or G8 in present-day terms. 

Martin Humanist Alliance: A rebel group representing various Martian dissidents that wants to end 

The Terran Council’s influence and oppression of Mars. 

House Muller: The most prominent faction on Earth. House Muller’s leader Joachim Muller is also the 

chairman of the Terran Council 

House Cheng, Rashid, White, Bolivar: The other 4 prominent factions on Earth all with their own likes, 

dislikes, armies, and diplomatic ties. 

The Edenites: The people living on Eden. Independent and considered insignificant by the other 

factions but important for this story. 

The Olympus Republic: The most prominent nation on Mars. Officially a vassal and an ally of House 

Muller, but unofficially they are funding The Martian Humanist Alliance against the Terran 

Overlordship 

Chapter 1 A new mistress on Eden. 
Keila has managed to kill the former leader of Eden, the tyrannical Abraham Goldstein. Abraham’s 

collaborators are first trying to kill Keila, but she short-circuits the alien mind control technology (The 

Divine Technology) they are using to dominate the people on Eden, creating a psionic blast that knocks 

everyone unconscious. 

When Keila wakes up, Metatron, one of Abraham’s former collaborators, have decided to help her 

gain control of Eden. Metatron helps Keila to advance his own position as he used the psionic blast 

Keila caused as a proof of her worthiness. 

A few days later Rear Admiral Bjorn Muller contacts Eden via a hologram generator. He has been 

chasing Keila for the 4 last years and he knows about her crash on Eden. He requests that the Edenites 

hand Keila over to him otherwise he will get reinforcements, attack Eden and capture her himself. 
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Keila then proceeds to try fooling Bjorn, through creating a non-functional clone of herself. She then 

shoots the clone with a multitude of bullets to destroy it and have Metatron deliver the dead clone to 

Bjorn hoping that he will be fooled into proclaiming her dead. 

Bjorn falls for Keila’s trick and proclaims Keila dead publicly. The lead scientist on his spaceship, 

Markus Bauer, is more sceptical though and start examining Keila’s corpse as well as any past 

connection between her and Bjorn. Markus finds the connection between Keila and Bjorn and is 

looking for a way to tell Bjorn’s superiors, but Bjorn gets to him first, blowing up the science bay where 

Markus is working, thus destroying the evidence. Through a miracle, Markus survives and is taken 

prisoner by the infamous space pirate Morgan Henry. 

 

Chapter 2: There can only be one queen! 
Keila decides to tell her newfound subjects on Eden the truth. That their former master Abraham 

Goldstein was no god, but a simply a villain that used mind control technology and an artificial Bronze 

Age world to make them believe in his Godhood. The Edenites are sceptical at first but eventually 

come around accepting Keila as their leader as well as embracing the change to transform Eden into 

a futuristic world. 

The address by Keila, reminds Adina, the late Abraham’s granddaughter, about who she really is after 

the amnesia she suffered earlier, and she is hellbent on revenge! Adina is angry with Keila, mostly 

because she feels that she should rule Eden instead, but also because Keila betrayed and murdered 

Adina’s twin brother Jeshua in cold blood.  

Adina uses her talents with the mind control technology to fire off a psionic blast that almost kills Keila. 

Keila survives and manages to retaliate as she has a top-tier mind-control chip implanted in her brain, 

while Adina had only a mid-tier chip implanted. After their altercation Adina disappears from the grid, 

biding her time.  

Some weeks later an opportunity comes for Adina to strike again. Keila who is feeling lonely has 

seduced Metatron whom she is close to, to come to her bedroom and have sex. During the sex, Adina 

takes control of Metatron to strangle Keila. Yet again Keila barely survives through blasting Metatron 

with a psionic blast, a blast that is so strong that he falls into a coma. 

Keila has had enough of Adina and devices a plan. She knowingly walks straight into the cave where 

Adina is hiding but before her rival can blast her out of existence with a close-range psionic blast, Keila 

deactivates the entire mind control system. Leaving them both to fight it out with their hands. Keila 

has no problems killing Adina with her hands since she is a seasoned warrior and Adina is not.  

With Adina dead, Keila revives Metatron and she elevates him to share the power of Eden with her, 

as she feels guilty for almost killing him.  

Chapter 3 Order is restored and the first steps of the revolution 
With order restored, Keila is looking for ways to resume her rebellion against the Terran Council.  She 

uses the late Abraham’s divine detector machine and transports her mind to the Zetan archives in the 

Divine Dimension. There she finds fantastical alien technologies she can use against her Terran Council 

enemies.   

First Keila needs to build up a base of operations, and Eden is very poorly suited for warfare as it was 

built as a simulation of the Bronze Age and not for 29th warfare. Keila simply has no choice but to 
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slowly modernise Eden, while keeping a low profile so the Terran Council doesn’t find out that she is 

alive. 

Eventually, an opening appears. Markus Bauer, who was the target of Bjorn Muller’s attempted 

murder, has his ransom paid by an operative from House Cheng, one of House Muller’s rival factions 

on Earth. Markus is placed to work on the asteroid research station Proxima Thule. When working 

there he feels frustrated that no-one seems to believe him regarding Bjorn Muller attempting to 

murder him, and he gets paranoid that Bjorn will try again. Knowing that Keila never died he betrays 

his colleagues, by telling Keila that Proxima Thule is almost completely undefended.  

Keila arrives with some troops and equipped with her advanced Zetan technologies, they effortlessly 

and covertly kill the defenders and capture all the Terran scientists working there. After that, they 

download all the data from the Proxima Thule mainframe and steal as much equipment and resources 

as they can before they fly back to Eden. 

Once they are back on Eden, Keila inserts Zetan mind control technology chips into the Terran 

scientists to force cooperation. She then tasks them with reverse-engineering the Zetan Alien 

technologies, so they can be easily mass-produced on Mars. 

Meanwhile, Bjorn Muller’s father, Joachim Muller, suspecting that Keila is still alive and tired with his 

son’s incompetence, assign Bjorn to the beastly Alicia White’s black operations team, to find out the 

truth about the attack on Proxima Thule and the investigate the rumours of Keila being alive. This 

doesn’t end well as the failed genetic experiment Alicia, being more beast than human, gets frenzied 

after eating a prisoner, ending up raping and almost killing Bjorn, which causes a massive diplomatic 

crisis.  

After her attack on Bjorn, Alicia and her operatives go into hiding to avoid House Muller wrath. Alicia 

realises that the only way to save her skin is to find and kill Keila, this way becoming the hero of Earth 

and making Bjorn look like an idiot. She taunts Keila, to come and face her, and Keila sets out to kill 

Alicia, as Alicia was responsible for a biological weapons attack that killed almost everyone in Keila’s 

home city on Mars, Pamshal. 

The fearsome Alicia puts up a good fight, but eventually, Keila and her troops manage to put an end 

to the terror of the wicked woman! They bring the frozen bodies of Alicia and her associates with them 

back to Eden for later use.  

Chapter 4: Fear and Paranoia is spreading in the Terran Council. 
In the Divine Dimension, Keila’s Zetan spiritual guide Brahma sets out to find out whether his feeling 

that Rangda is still alive is true or not. Once Brahma reaches the eternal prison where he left Rangda 

several Millennia before, he finds out that she has escaped. He turns around and her wicked face is 

the last thing he sees before she kills him and shatters his soul, while absorbing the fragments of it, to 

increase her own powers.  

With Brahma dead, Rangda takes over his telepathic connection to Keila, turning Keila’s eyes purple 

in the process, but having no other effect for the time being.  

Next Keila has a vision induced by Rangda telling her how to move on. She proceeds to attack a small 

asteroid outpost belonging to Ibrahim Rashid while one of his grandsons is there. She and her men kill 

everyone at the outpost with ease due to the element of surprise as well as their advantage of 

advanced alien technologies at their disposal. She then leaves a few of the bodies of Alicia’s former 

operatives at the scene to make it look like Alicia, and in extension House, White was behind the attack. 
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This causes a diplomatic breakdown between House Rashid and House White and they begin engaging 

each other in skirmishes around the solar system while they stop sponsoring the Terran Council with 

troops and money. 

After causing White and Rashid to fight, Keila changes her strategy a bit and kidnaps a few House 

Muller operatives. She then robs a House Cheng orbital vault and leaves the kidnapped House Muller 

operative there to make it look like House Muller was behind the robbery. House Muller apologises 

and pays compensation to avoid escalating the problem. House Cheng officially accepts House 

Muller’s apology but unofficially funds pirates to attack house Muller passenger ships.  

Everything goes as Keila has planned until she falls pregnant. She cannot have a child as she has a 

revolution to lead. She closes her eyes and has a vision of herself indicating that she is meant to give 

birth 2 years later. She has an abortion and puts the foetus into suspended animation for later 

insertion. Metatron, disappointed by Keila having an abortion without consulting him first, withdraw 

from her and their romantic relationship ends  

Chapter 5 Keila developing technology and the Terran infighting worsens. 
Realising that Brahma is dead, Zeus, one of the Zetan leaders, tries to connect with Keila instead so 

that she can further the Zetans goals. When trying to connect to Keila he lowers his psionic defences 

and Rangda manages to blast him with a psionic blast mortally wounding him. Before Zeus passes 

away, however, he alerts the other Zetans that Rangda has escaped, and they set out in force to her 

location to kill her. 

This is part of Rangda’s ploy. Unbeknownst to the Zetans, she managed to teleport a lot of Xenos to 

the Divine Dimension before the destruction of their home planet. Using the Xenos as riding animals, 

she can outmaneuver and outrun the Zetans, while killing individual Zetans and shatter their souls to 

increase her powers. 

Meanwhile, Keila is following the news reports that the Terran infighting is getting worse and she feels 

that it is time to go to Mars to resume the rebellion. Markus Bauer has reverse engineered her Zetan 

technologies and they are now possible to mass-produce with Martian technology. Using one of the 

Zetan technologies Keila manages to change her appearance as well as her external DNA signature to 

fool all surveillance equipment that she is someone else. She then travels to a nearby passenger 

terminal to take one of the regular passenger spaceships that are travelling between the Asteroid Belt 

and Mars.  

Her trip to Mars comes with a complication, however, the ship she is travelling with is boarded by 

dozens of bloodthirsty pirates lead by the infamous Morgan Henry. Keila fears for her life but Rangda 

comes in a vision offering her a solution. That she will help Keila if Keila allows Rangda to possess her 

body for 5 minutes.  Keila agrees and Rangda takes control of Keila’s body inducing her with 

superhuman speed, strength and ferocity making short work of Morgan Henry and his crew only 

sustaining minor injuries to herself. The ship’s captain wants to contact the Terran Council Security 

Forces but Keila insists that they head straight for Mars and the Olympus Republic.  

Once Keila arrives at the Olympus Republic on Mars, she is initially arrested by the local authorities 

but after meeting with Hellas Petrakis, the president of Olympus Republic she is set free after she 

convinces him to take a blood test of her, revealing her identity. After telling him about the new 

technologies she has come across she convinces Hellas, to covertly support her in a new insurrection 

against the Terran Council.  
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Meanwhile, Bjorn has realised that Keila is alive after investigating the mysterious woman that killed 

off Morgan Henry and his pirate crew. Bjorn realises that the mystery woman is Keila after finding 

traces of her blood on bandages in the emergency room. Filled with fear he destroys this crucial piece 

of evidence. 

Bjorn then proceeds to meet with Hellas, as the Olympus Republic is technically an ally/vassal of House 

Muller. He makes enquiries about the mystery woman that killed Morgan Henry without exposing her 

identity. Hellas lies and says that the woman has already left the Olympus Republic as she hadn’t 

committed any crimes. He then tricks Bjorn into staying back to enjoy the drinks and the women he is 

providing and films it all to have leverage against Bjorn later.  

A few months later Bjorn’s father Joachim arrives at the Olympus Republic, furious with both Bjorn 

and the Olympus Republic. Joachim is angry with Bjorn because he was filmed having sex with Martian 

prostitutes and with the Olympic Republic because they refused to pay him tribute. Joachim have his 

bodyguards beat up his son before bringing an army to the Olympus Republic to put Hellas in place! 

The House Muller army arrives in the Olympus Republic at the same time as Keila and her small Edenite 

strike force.  The House Muller army surrounds and disarms them, but they don’t realise their identity 

as the Edenites were a neutral faction and Keila had changed her appearance to that of Rose Menakis, 

a regular Olympus Republic citizen. Joachim and Bjorn approach Keila, and Bjorn has a rant accusing 

her of being an enemy while Joachim apologises for Bjorn’s behaviour and offer the group 

refreshments while he and Bjorn visit Hellas. Keila considers attacking and killing both Joachim and 

Bjorn, but she contains her murderous tendencies realising that killing only them wouldn’t change 

anything and it would certainly lead to her own death as well.  

Chapter 6: Keila performs covert attacks and unites the Martian population.  
Keila and her faction the Martian Humanist Alliance, having received the tacit support of The Olympus 

Republic, carry out their first major attack. Keila leads a surprise attack on House White’s gadolinium 

mines on Mars. The attack routs Terran defenders and leads to a complete humiliation for House 

White as the commander for the bases, Mark White, sounds the retreat signal and then is filmed 

running away from the battlefield in his underwear 

House White responds to this attack by indiscriminatingly bombarding and killing thousands of 

civilians causing the Martians to revolt against them, with many joining Keila’s cause. With rebellions 

rising everywhere on Mars, the Olympus Republic president sends Keila on a mission to secretly arms 

the rebel against with Olympus Republic weaponry.  

When travelling between different rebel groups Keila is waylaid by a House White strike force. Keila 

being surrounded and injured sees no other option than to let herself be possessed by Rangda again. 

With Rangda’s superhuman speed and reflexes she manages to kill off the entire group sent to kill her.  

She then makes her way to a safe house and sleeps for over a day to heal her wounds and to recover 

from the physical shock of being possessed by Rangda. 

When Keila wakes up, she watches the TV and realises that she has been an overnight success and 

proclaimed the saviour of the Martian population. This was because House White had sent a live 

television feed of them attacking and killing Keila as a publicity stunt, a publicity stunt that backfired 

terribly as Keila wiped out their entire strike force instead.  

A while later Keila is back in a safe house in the Olympic Republic, she has aged over a dozen years 

from being possessed by Rangda, but she doesn’t let that stop her and she continues making her final 
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plan for the battles to come that are necessary to give Mars independence from their oppressive 

overlords. 

Meanwhile, the Terran Council leaders are having a meeting where House Cheng reveals that they 

were fully aware that “the corpse” of Keila was a forgery and accusing Bjorn Muller and in extension 

House Muller to be duplicitous and secretly cooperating with the rebels.  They then bring the dead 

non-functional clone as proof for their claims.  On the way home from the meeting, Bjorn’s brother 

Benjamin convinces his father Joachim that they need to eliminate Bjorn as everything indicates that 

Bjorn is conspiring against them. Joachim gives his approval. 

A few weeks later, Bjorn is studying the movements on Mars, and suddenly he realises what Keila is 

trying to do, and the danger this poses to the Terran Council’s dominance. He doesn’t have time to 

act on this information though as an assassin sent by his brother makes an attempt on Bjorn’s life that 

almost kills him. Bjorn survives the attack severely wounded and bitter deciding that he has had it with 

his family, planning to return to Earth when he has recuperated. 

  

Chapter 7: The Martian Revolution 
Keila sets her final revolution plan into motion. She has masked her forces as lightly armed raiders as 

she plans to storm the massive Terran Council fortresses on Mars’ North Pole and South Pole. It is 

imperative to take these fortresses as they guard the electromagnetic field generators that are 

imperative to keep Mars safe from harmful radiation and to keep Mars’ atmosphere in place. 

The drawback of masking her troops as raiders is that she lacks heavy weaponry that would be 

imperative to attack such monumental fortifications, but she can’t bring heavy weaponry as that 

would expose her and lead to orbital bombardment.  

Leading her lightly armed rebels, that are equipped with alien technologies Keila storms the North 

Pole base.  There is heavy fighting but Keila manages to emerge victoriously. Keila is wounded in the 

battle though and cannot participate in the final battle: The attack on the Terran Council Martian 

headquarters on the Phobos Moon. Instead, she makes an announcement urging every Martian to 

storm the Phobos Moon in a coordinated attack later that day. 

Meanwhile, the commanders in charge of the Phobos Moonbase, Admiral Max Wellington, Rear 

Admiral Bjorn Muller, and Captain Adal Schneider assuming a massive assault on their weakly 

defended base pleads with the Terran Council leader, Joachim Muller to be allowed to abandon the 

base and regroup. Joachim is cold and tells them that they will be tried for treason if the Martians take 

the base and if they are overrun they should crash Phobos onto the surface of Mars, causing a massive 

explosion that would kill off most of the Martian population. Max and Adal are abhorred by the idea, 

but Bjorn is considering it.  

Later when the assault begins, and Bjorn realises they cannot defeat the Martians, Bjorn flies to the 

gravity creating thrusters on Phobos to redirect them to make Phobos collide with Mars. At the same 

time, Keila wakes up with a vision realising that she must fly to Phobos to stop Bjorn. She faces him 

next to the thrusters. Bjorn shoots Keila twice and then sets off explosives that destroy the steering 

mechanism for the thrusters making a collision with Mars imminent. Keila is dying in severe pain, when 

the True Maker, the in-universe god, intervenes and heals her wound as well as giving her the strength 

to manually change the direction for Phobos thrusters from a collision with Mars to a collision with 

the sun.   
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Keila then sets off after Bjorn, shooting down his spaceship and they both go down crashing onto the 

surface of Mars. They face off close to the edge of Olympus Mons on Mars. Bjorn says that they are 

both dying but Keila claims that she feels fine and doesn’t realise that she is wounded until Bjorn 

points on the bullet holes in her body. Bjorn then proceeds to try explaining his actions and 

proclaiming his unrequited love for Keila. Keila responds coldly and says that Bjorn has lost and will be 

tried for his crimes. Upon hearing this Bjorn drags himself to the edge and jumps off to die and avoid 

being captured. 

Keila is then evacuated by her followers and a few days later she has recovered enough to give a 

victory speech, declaring Martian independence.  

Chapter 8: Desperate Measures 
Keila is trying to sue Earth and the Terran Council for peace but they are not interested in peace. 

Instead, realising that they cannot control a unified Mars they plan to utterly destroy the planet while 

claiming publicly that it was a natural disaster. They do this by sending a secret black operations team 

to redirect a large asteroid to a crash with Mars.  

To avoid Martian interference with the plan, Joachim Muller sends a fleet lead by his brother the 

honourable Supreme Commander Mathias Muller to guard the asteroid. Joachim does this under the 

pretence that Mathias is only escorting the asteroid to stop the Martian from redirecting the asteroid 

into hitting Earth, and Joachim gives him a fake trajectory for the asteroid where it collides with the 

sun.  

Keila sends a delegation to intercept the asteroid and negotiate, but when Mathias meet with the 

Martians for negotiations he is assassinated by a spy sent by Joachim. The spy then blames the 

Martians for the murder and destroys their ship, killing everyone. 

With the imminent destruction of her home planet, Keila sees no other option than to listen to the 

evil Rangda and open ancient portals on Earth to let Rangda’s Xeno forces deal with the Terran Council 

forces.  

She travels to Earth using Zetan technology to masquerade herself and her squad to look like Alicia 

White and her operatives. Being Alicia White, she manages to activate all the portals hidden across 

the Earth in the centre of pyramids. Activating the portals has no effect, however, and Alicia (Keila) is 

arrested for vandalizing ancient artefacts. 

Since Alicia is the daughter of the House White leader John White, she is taken to a council meeting 

to answer for her actions. Keila uses this opportunity to seal off the room and release a toxic nerve 

agent that she had hidden in a fake tooth, kills the entire top leadership of the Terran Council. She 

then sends a message to the black ops team that is directing the asteroid into Mars, to redirect it to a 

collision course with the Sun instead to get rid of the problem for good. Happy with her achievements 

she watches the sunset waiting for the guards to break the door and kill her for what she has done.  

Before the door open, however, a blue portal opens over a pyramid in the distant and horde of Xeno 

alien storm the city of Rashidium where the Terran Council meeting was held. The completely 

unprepared defenders are overrun and eaten by the ferocious attackers. Rangda and her Xenos scale 

the building, destroying the fortified glass windows with a high-pitched shriek and knocks Keila 

unconscious with a psionic blast. She then sounds the retreat and carries her prisoner Keila back to 

the Divine Dimension to use for her future nefarious goals. 

 


